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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. A cylindrical pressure vessel has an internal diameter of 2M and is fabricated from plates 20mm thick               

  if pressure inside the vessel is 1.5 N/mm2 ,then longitudinal, circumferential stress are   [ ]            
A) 37.5 N/mm2, 75 N/mm2  B) 57.3N/mm, 57N/mm   C) 37.7N, 75M    D) None of the above  
 

2.  A body is consisting the only two variable such as X,Y coordinates then the system is belongs to                
A) Solid body  B) Liquid body  C) Plane D) All of the above    [ ] 

 
3. The following statement is correct for principal stress      [ ] 
            A) The plane having direct stress along with shear stress  B) The plane having only shear stress 
            C) The plane having direct stress and shear stress is zero  D) A&B  
 
4.        The following statement is correct for statically determinate structure   [ ] 
           A) Condition of equilibrium is sufficient for statically determinate structure  
           B) Condition of unequilibrium is sufficient for statically determinate structure  
           C) Condition of equilibrium is sufficient for statically indeterminate structure  
           D) None of the above   
 
5. How many equilibrium conditions are sufficient to stable the structure   [ ]     
            A) One  B) Two  C) Three D) Four   
 
6.  Formula for the degree of external redundancy       [ ] 
             A) E=R+r                   B) E=R-r            C) E=R*r                  D) E=R/r 
 
7.           Degree of redundancy for a cantilever beam arrested with it end in two direction  [ ] 
              A) Three         B) One    C) Half   D) Two  
 
8.  Fixed support having following number of reaction components    [ ] 
            A) Two  B) Three   C) One   D) Four  
 
9.        Following statement is suitable for the analysis redundant     [ ] 
           A) By compatibility method   B) Equilibrium method  C) A&B  D) By singularity method 
 
10.      Maximum deflection for simple supported with uniform distributed load (beam is having load W and                  

length L )           [ ]      
           A) WL3/16  B) WL2/16  C) WL4/16  D) WL3/32                                                     
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II Fill in the Blanks   
 
11. The equation of equilibrium must be satisfied at all_______ in deformable body under three        
            dimensional force system 

 
12. The maximum principal stress _____ and  minimum principal stress _______ 
 
13. Mohr’s circle of stress is used for __________________ 

 
14. Hook’s law can give perfect result with in ______ 
 
15.  Axial stress means ___________________________ 
 
16.  When load is acting away from the axis then that load is called ___________ 
 
17. A system does not have a sufficient number of internal or external constraints , it will under go a rigid              

body movement ,such system is said to be __________ 
 
18.  Number of unknown reaction components exceeds the number of conditions of equilibrium the   

system is said to ________________ 
 
19.  Externally redundant structure means ____________ 
 
20.  Roller support is only having the __________ reaction    
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.        The following statement is correct for statically determinate structure   [ ] 
           A) Condition of equilibrium is sufficient for statically determinate structure  
           B) Condition of unequilibrium is sufficient for statically determinate structure  
           C) Condition of equilibrium is sufficient for statically indeterminate structure  
           D) None of the above   
 
2. How many equilibrium conditions are sufficient to stable the structure   [ ]     
            A) One  B) Two  C) Three D) Four   
 
3.  Formula for the degree of external redundancy       [ ] 
             A) E=R+r                   B) E=R-r            C) E=R*r                  D) E=R/r 
 
4.           Degree of redundancy for a cantilever beam arrested with it end in two direction  [ ] 
              A) Three         B) One    C) Half   D) Two  
 
5.  Fixed support having following number of reaction components    [ ] 
            A) Two  B) Three   C) One   D) Four  
 
6.        Following statement is suitable for the analysis redundant     [ ] 
           A) By compatibility method   B) Equilibrium method  C) A&B  D) By singularity method 
 
7.      Maximum deflection for simple supported with uniform distributed load (beam is having load W and                    

length L )           [ ]      
           A) WL3/16  B) WL2/16  C) WL4/16  D) WL3/32            
 
8. A cylindrical pressure vessel has an internal diameter of 2M and is fabricated from plates 20mm thick                

  if pressure inside the vessel is 1.5 N/mm2 ,then longitudinal, circumferential stress are   [ ]            
A) 37.5 N/mm2, 75 N/mm2  B) 57.3N/mm, 57N/mm   C) 37.7N, 75M    D) None of the above  
 

9.  A body is consisting the only two variable such as X,Y coordinates then the system is belongs to                
A) Solid body  B) Liquid body  C) Plane D) All of the above    [ ] 

 
10. The following statement is correct for principal stress      [ ] 
            A) The plane having direct stress along with shear stress  B) The plane having only shear stress 
            C) The plane having direct stress and shear stress is zero  D) A&B  
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11. Hook’s law can give perfect result with in ______ 
 
12.  Axial stress means ___________________________ 
 
13.  When load is acting away from the axis then that load is called ___________ 
 
14. A system does not have a sufficient number of internal or external constraints , it will under go a rigid              

body movement ,such system is said to be __________ 
 
15.  Number of unknown reaction components exceeds the number of conditions of equilibrium the   

system is said to ________________ 
 
16.  Externally redundant structure means ____________ 
 
17.  Roller support is only having the __________ reaction    
                
18. The equation of equilibrium must be satisfied at all_______ in deformable body under three        
            dimensional force system 
 
19. The maximum principal stress _____ and  minimum principal stress _______ 
 
20. Mohr’s circle of stress is used for __________________ 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Formula for the degree of external redundancy       [ ] 
             A) E=R+r                   B) E=R-r            C) E=R*r                  D) E=R/r 
 
2.           Degree of redundancy for a cantilever beam arrested with it end in two direction  [ ] 
              A) Three         B) One    C) Half   D) Two  
 
3.  Fixed support having following number of reaction components    [ ] 
            A) Two  B) Three   C) One   D) Four  
 
4.        Following statement is suitable for the analysis redundant     [ ] 
           A) By compatibility method   B) Equilibrium method  C) A&B  D) By singularity method 
 
5.         Maximum deflection for simple supported with uniform distributed load (beam is having load  

W and length L )          [ ]      
             A) WL3/16  B) WL2/16  C) WL4/16  D) WL3/32                       
 
 
6. A cylindrical pressure vessel has an internal diameter of 2M and is fabricated from plates 20mm thick                

if pressure inside the vessel is 1.5 N/mm2 ,then longitudinal, circumferential stress are   [ ]            
A) 37.5 N/mm2, 75 N/mm2  B) 57.3N/mm, 57N/mm   C) 37.7N, 75M    D) None of the above  

 
7.  A body is consisting the only two variable such as X,Y coordinates then the system is belongs to                

A) Solid body  B) Liquid body  C) Plane D) All of the above    [ ] 
 
8. The following statement is correct for principal stress      [ ] 
            A) The plane having direct stress along with shear stress  B) The plane having only shear stress 
            C) The plane having direct stress and shear stress is zero  D) A&B  
 
9.        The following statement is correct for statically determinate structure   [ ] 
           A) Condition of equilibrium is sufficient for statically determinate structure  
           B) Condition of unequilibrium is sufficient for statically determinate structure  
           C) Condition of equilibrium is sufficient for statically indeterminate structure  
           D) None of the above   
 
10. How many equilibrium conditions are sufficient to stable the structure   [ ]     
            A) One  B) Two  C) Three D) Four   
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11.  When load is acting away from the axis then that load is called ___________ 
 
12. A system does not have a sufficient number of internal or external constraints , it will under go a rigid               

body movement ,such system is said to be __________ 
 
13.  Number of unknown reaction components exceeds the number of conditions of equilibrium the   

system is said to ________________ 
 
14.  Externally redundant structure means ____________ 
 
15.  Roller support is only having the __________ reaction    
                
16. The equation of equilibrium must be satisfied at all_______ in deformable body under three        
            dimensional force system 

 
17. The maximum principal stress _____ and  minimum principal stress _______ 
 
18. Mohr’s circle of stress is used for __________________ 

 
19. Hook’s law can give perfect result with in ______ 
 
20.  Axial stress means ___________________________ 
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 Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Fixed support having following number of reaction components    [ ] 
            A) Two  B) Three   C) One   D) Four  
 
2.        Following statement is suitable for the analysis redundant     [ ] 
           A) By compatibility method   B) Equilibrium method  C) A&B  D) By singularity method 
 
3.      Maximum deflection for simple supported with uniform distributed load (beam is having load  
         W and length L )          [ ]      
           A) WL3/16  B) WL2/16  C) WL4/16  D) WL3/32       
         
                                                                                                                                                                
4. A cylindrical pressure vessel has an internal diameter of 2M and is fabricated from plates 20mm thick                

if pressure inside the vessel is 1.5 N/mm2 ,then longitudinal, circumferential stress are   [ ]            
A) 37.5 N/mm2, 75 N/mm2  B) 57.3N/mm, 57N/mm   C) 37.7N, 75M    D) None of the above  

 
5.  A body is consisting the only two variable such as X,Y coordinates then the system is belongs to                

A) Solid body  B) Liquid body  C) Plane D) All of the above    [ ] 
 
6. The following statement is correct for principal stress      [ ] 
            A) The plane having direct stress along with shear stress  B) The plane having only shear stress 
            C) The plane having direct stress and shear stress is zero  D) A&B  
 
7.        The following statement is correct for statically determinate structure   [ ] 
           A) Condition of equilibrium is sufficient for statically determinate structure  
           B) Condition of unequilibrium is sufficient for statically determinate structure  
           C) Condition of equilibrium is sufficient for statically indeterminate structure  
           D) None of the above   
 
8. How many equilibrium conditions are sufficient to stable the structure   [ ]     
            A) One  B) Two  C) Three D) Four   
 
9.  Formula for the degree of external redundancy       [ ] 
             A) E=R+r                   B) E=R-r            C) E=R*r                  D) E=R/r 
 
10.           Degree of redundancy for a cantilever beam arrested with it end in two direction [ ] 
              A) Three         B) One    C) Half   D) Two  
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11.  Number of unknown reaction components exceeds the number of conditions of equilibrium the   

system is said to ________________ 
 
12.  Externally redundant structure means ____________ 
 
13.  Roller support is only having the __________ reaction    
 
                
14. The equation of equilibrium must be satisfied at all_______ in deformable body under three        
            dimensional force system 
 
15. The maximum principal stress _____ and  minimum principal stress _______ 
 
16. Mohr’s circle of stress is used for __________________ 
 
17. Hook’s law can give perfect result with in ______ 
 
18.  Axial stress means ___________________________ 
 
19.  When load is acting away from the axis then that load is called ___________ 
 
20. A system does not have a sufficient number of internal or external constraints , it will under go a rigid               

body movement ,such system is said to be __________ 
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